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DESK TOP CALCULATOR

The DENON Model DEC･61A4 is a compact electronic desktop calculatorofthe 21st century,

featuring unsurpassed dependability with the use of the most advanced type of lCs-Most

Lsd-plus a panel designed from the standpoint of human engineermg to permit the widest

possible range of calculations with the work maximum ease and extra-thin and lightweight

construction. The DENON Model DEC･61A4 boasts a number of outstanding features includ-

ing the masked zero disp一ay system which shows no zeros in the upper digits; the ability to

extract square roots with a touch of your finger-a unlque feature which is forelgn tO Other

makes in its class; and a 141digit memory register capable of a wide range of calculations.

The DEC･61A4　Will improve your computing efficiency ln statistics. accounting, research,

一aboratory work, plannlng, construction, englneering, designlng, Or any Other field where

calcu]ation is required.



NEW FEATURES OF DENON FROM BCL

lr Uses new bipotar lCs.

New bipolar integrated circuits are used in operational control･ Give greater reliability in
even less space.

2. Has memory reg･ister with MOS･LSL

MOS-LS] -metal oxide semiconductor-large scale integration -is used in operation
register and memory register. Gives faster registration･

3. Easy･to･read masked zero disp一ay system･

This system dispenses with zeros in the upper digits for easy, fatigue-free unerring reading.

4. Evolution calculation with a s]ngle touch.

This is the only computer capable of extracting square roots in its class･ Just a touch of

your finger is aH there is to it. Good for scientific and technical calcutations･

5. Has a 14･digjt memory register･

This versatile register is combined with a 14-digit register to perform a rich variety of

calculations with ease.

6. Easy placmg of a decimal point with manuaトauto selectoy･

Can handle a wide range of decimal calculations as well as rounding off (counting fractions
over 1/2 as one and disregarding the rest; counting fractions as one; or omission of frac-

tions) with ease.

7. ugh:Lu.j warYling s-yStem.　-

When too many numerals are set in or when the results of calcuLations have overflowed or
underflowed, a flashing error right warns you.

The minus lamp on when the results of caZculation are negative･ The memory lamp lights up

when numerals are entered into the memory register.

8. lC dePendabjMy.

Us3 0日Cs means outstanding dependability. However, if it should need serviclng Plug ln

type prinモed b〇ard construction makes checking and replacement easy.
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